Denver Law Classroom AV

**Room 125** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone and Lapel and Handheld Wireless Microphones available. Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 145** – Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Panopto Video Capture and Recording

**Room 155** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone, Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 165** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone and Lapel Microphone available. Wireless mics available: 3 hand-held, one lapel. Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 170** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone, Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 180** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone, Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 190** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone and Lapel and Handheld Wireless Microphones available. Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 255** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone and Lapel and Handheld Wireless Microphones available. Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 259** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone, Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

**Room 270** – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/ VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone, Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording
Room 280 – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone, Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

Room 290 - Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Document camera and DVD/VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone. HDMI, Panopto Video, Document Camera and Laptop Capture and Recording

Room 313 – Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Panopto Video Capture and Recording

Room 355 – Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Built in DVD/VHS tape combo player. Document Camera, Panopto Video and Laptop Capture and Recording

Room 370 - Smart Podium, Hookups for Laptop Computer VGS and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Document camera and DVD/VHS tape combo player. Podium Microphone. HDMI, Panopto Video, Document Camera and Laptop Capture and Recording

TV Room 410 – New 55” TV set up with hookups for Laptop Computer VGA, HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate adapter. USB-C also. Panopto Video Capture and Recording

Room 412 – New 75” TV set up with hookups for Laptop Computer VGA Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate VGA adapter. Panopto Video Capture and Recording

TV Room 413 – New 55” TV set up with hookups for Laptop Computer VGA HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate adapter. USB-C also.

TV Room 437 – New 55” TV set up with hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate adapter. USB-C also. Panopto Video Capture and Recording

Room 480F – New 55” TV set up with hookups for Laptop Computer VGA and HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate adapter. USB-C also.

Room 499 – Hookups for Laptop Computer VGA, HDMI Video, Audio and Ethernet. Will work with Apple MacBook or PC. iPad support with appropriate adapter. Panopto Video Capture and Recording

Forum – Built in Screens at either end of Forum, Audio Input boxes at 3 locations, Built in Amplifier and Speakers, 4 Wireless Handheld Microphones